REMINDER TO CHECK FIRE RISK

What's left after $75,000 blaze gutted section of clubhouse of Kirtland CC (Cleveland dist.) last fall is a reminder that check-up on fire prevention, fire control and fire insurance is one of the important jobs to be done during time when golf clubhouse operations in central and northern states are in a lull. Increased building costs point to need of insurance revision upward. Manager and officials can use this time too in discussing operating practices to reduce fire risk when the season is on. Fire insurance fellows say "every country clubhouse burns once," and attribute high fire insurance rates in most cases to causes that can be eliminated without undue expense. Fire insurance men don't tell, however, how to fully control carelessness of members and help to fire risk will be reduced. That's one of the problems that make managers grey-headed.

The average golf club member in any size or class of club just wants to have all possible pleasure at least possible expense and no work at all, so some conscientious nut has to do what the others won't. And, to tell the truth, I don't know where a fellow with the correct fit of persistence, patience, eagerness to learn and willingness to put up with indifference or criticism from the uninformed, can get any more satisfaction from ultimate achievement in a hobby than a green-chairman gets when he sees his course gradually develop into something that receives high approval from his fellow club members and their guests.

A rather amusing contradictory thing about the average golfer is he will come home with glowing accounts of playing an interesting hole on some neighboring course. But if you suggest building a green like it he will have seven kinds of a cat fit. Funny ain't he? A case in point with us is the No. 1 hole at Perry, Ia. Our No. 4 could be made to conform and be almost as interesting.

One very important thing that the chairman of the smaller club will learn is that for maintaining keen interest of players...